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I’ve been targeted by an Unknown group (presumably the CIA or military) in a cruel and unusual manner, for years, with
secret warfare, as if for practice, as if to perfect their tactics (please see www.StillDigging.com ). Things went from bad
to worse, after I started pushing 9-11 theory on my website www.StillDigging.com, back in 2014, with ideas that 9-11
was inside job, that it sure looks like the president was involved (perhaps a secret agenda, in retaliation for the Civil War).
More recently the evidence trail suggests Big OIL may have been involved in 9-11. While poised to write my findings on
May 17 2017, the Unknowns immediately came at me with 5 hit attempts in a 30 minute period, after they crippled me,
partially. They then beat up my brain (with concussions) before I could publish the results on my website (“9-11 Probe A,
May 18, 2017”). They also delayed publication thru obstruction, influencing my website provider. They also resorted to
intimidation, threats, tried to hit me in the parking lot, tried to smash into my van.
(At press time 6-8-2017 the Unknowns beat up my brain (to force memory loss), during the 1-2 weeks I was digging into Big OIL, to see who was
capable of such a diabolical plot. I soon started forgetting things, losing familiarity. Just this week they started pumpin me with nodoze to force
sleep loss. They also used cops with their tactics this week, as if to get me thrown out of the library where I do the research. The Unknowns also
blatantly stopped all attempts at a tech job.).
(At press time 5-31-2017 the Unknowns repeatedly beat up on my brain, trying to get me to forget, with concussions, electro shocks, brain
marination, and now I’m experiencing memory difficulties, affecting my 9-11 reserch.)

By July 18th, after I messaged 2 newspapers that Big OIL might’ve been involved in 9-11, the Unknowns poisoned my
drink at work and gassed me with nerve gas (attacks the brain), that same day. That very night they terrorized me in the
dead of nite, startling me out of a dream state, by slamming my van with a violent force. I later noticed red scrapes on
the drivers door (my van is white). On July 25, the Unknowns retaliated for the latest findings (which suggest that Big Oil
was involved in 9-11), staging an outlandish hit based on the symbolic birthday of the founder of Big Oil (the Unknowns
came at me 15 times with the same hit boy, at work). After I published WTFM (where to find me) info on my website
back in June, the Unknowns went to extremes to enforce the quarantine (keeping seekers away), staging a crime scene
to get me to leave a WTFM supermarket area, attacked my van with car problems to run me out of a WTFM area at the
park, and had a gang member yelling in a furious tirade, behind my van, forcing me to leave a gas station. Even at the
public library (a WTFM spot), the Unknowns attacked with a hit birdie (big beaked bird trained to attack, dive bombed at
me 3 times), as if to keep me away.
The Unknowns now have new hit tactics, like trying to provoke me on a full stomach. Then there was the tough guy clerk
at the health club, who sprayed me with foam ice trying to provoke me. At the super market hit boys threw rocks at my
van trying to get me mad, then sent 3 hits at me. These are all WTFM areas.
The Unknowns are also going to extremes to keep me poor (stopping HI pay tech jobs), by banning major job sites thru
obstruction. Also at work, the Unknowns appear engaged in sales theft (as usual), and resort to threats and intimidation
to keep my mouth shut, with aggressive behavior (violently yanking my chair, kicking my chair, stalking me out the door,
or repeatedly trying to provoke me in hit attempts).
(8-12-2017, anticipating press time, the Unknowns repeatedly beat up on my brain again, to force me to forget my latest updates.

The Unknowns are also blatantly reversing website updates, and reformatting the content. They’re also suspected of
deleting content when I aint looking. News sites (that’s where I report the Unknowns) at the public library are now
banned thru obstruction.
So I’m a citizen with no rights to speak of. They even attacked my van with car problems on the 4th of July. They’re
keeping me poor at all costs. No money means less mobility, less reporting, and no driving around dropping off reports
(like on 9-11), since the van is rigged. They stop tech at all costs (like rig major job sites), because of the Hi pay (my bread
and butter allowing me to buy a condo, a house, a mercedez, an SUV, which all was lost, after they made me homeless,
after I started with my 9-11 research (eventually leading me to the doors of Big Bad Oil)).
They have me slaving away at TM labor camps (TM for Telemarketing), wasting my tech skills away saying “wanna buy,
wanna buy…… wanna buy” all day, 8 hours a day, 180 hours a month, the last 10 years (working with ex cons). It’s like
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having Einstein peel potatoes all day. The Unknowns run the TM jobs, routinely fire me in retaliation for reporting 9-11,
and routinely steal me sales commissions, to keep me dirt poor. The TM camps are also used to perfect their secret
warfare, like the Guillotine (a secret operation to drive targets nuts, using psychological and chemical warfare). MK Ultra
is routinely used.
I refer to this as a CIA virtual prison, in other reports, enforced by quarantine, and a secret army, using me as a guinea
pig to perfect their tactics. News sites are banned thru obstruction, job sites are banned thru obstruction, even my web
site was banned thru obstruction for 3.5 years. Like I said, I don’t think I have any rights. I cant even get medical or
dental, and I’m on MediCaL. So enslaving me as a guinea pig, is more important than letting me earn a retirement doing
Hi tech (I have a tech degree, tons of experience and training).
The Unknowns obstruct my reports and theories at every turn. The forcible suppression is immense (it includes threats,
intimidation, hit attempts, smash my van up attempts, literal physical torture, and they always have me fired (7 times in
4.5 years)). They even punish me for trying to report them. They had my website provider block access to website files,
like just recently, stopping me from publishing “9-11 Probe A, May 18” (which suggests Big Oil has their paw prints all
over 9-11), from my laptop. They also blocked access to my website files, from 2012 to 2015. For 3.5 years I couldn’t
publish anything, while the parasites they infested me with, wrecked their havoc. They also had me under the Guillotine
at the time (a secret operation to drive targets nuts, they beat your brain to a pulp, then attack psychologically,
chemically, and by laser) (Research suggests that some of these philanthropic organizations is just a cover to perfect
scientific endeavors like the Guillotine program).
Just recently they had a search engine that starts with G, limit access to my website. Google my site and you get blank. I
can Google anything else and immediately 20 websites pop up. They also back out my website updates the second I turn
around, which is what happened to 9-11 Probe A. I suspect they do this all the time. They even altered the display
format several times. Just recently I noticed they deleted files from my laptop, virtually in front of me, so they gotta be
doin this to my website. Just the other week I noticed they were blocking the content window on my website, which
means none of my reports will display, when they do this.
Just recently they blatantly deleted the publish Icon (for Internet Explorer). They have my laptop rigged, for example
they block any attempts to view my website offline. They recently deleted old reports from my laptop, like the write ups
on parasites, and cop harassment. Years ago they deleted reports such as “Is the CIA out of Control” (except for the first
page), from my email account. So their obstruction is blatantly intrusive, like I don’t have individual rights or something.
Other obstruction includes, keeping me drugged, concussioning my brain so I can’t think strait with slow recollection.
Other times, like recently in the library writing Probe A, they got in my face with threats, intimidation (like the indicators
of a hit attempt), distractions, anything to diminish the quality of my publications on 9-11.
For the Hits, they typically keep me part crippled, then stalk me everywhere I go, trying to fight with me. For example
last year, they crippled me then sent goliath at me in the men’s showers, repeatedly stopping at my stall and glaring,
typically an invitation for a rumble. In another case they shook up my van after I went to bed crippled. Other times they
did things like mouth off loudly and angrily (as if to make a scene), calling me “asshole!” on 2 occasions. One guy gave
me the finger (held HI) trying to incite me. Another guy parked next to me, and gave me the finger (virtually in my face).
I’m non violent so I didn’t know how to react. One person threw debris at me, trying to incite me.
In one case, this tough guy biker, gets in front of my van, and glares me down for 15 minutes. I was enjoying my time at
the park, so what’s a guy to do? One person threatened to shove a pencil in my ear (apparently telling me not to report).
Years ago, this one guy tailgates me into the park, on his 10 speed, talking menacingly to me thru my open window,
taunting me to fight im with “come on tuff guy, come on tuff guy, come on tuff guy, ………………, all the way to the stop
sign (I was like, do we know each other?). Recently they’re stalking me in the showers again, trying to provoke, incite.
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For example after my latest theory was published that big oil might’ve been involved, the Unknowns sent this guy at me
4-5 times in the showers, trying to provoke (he looked like a military guy).
They use surveillance and timing, and control what shower I get, and control the staff. In another case they sent this one
guy (tuff guy) at me in the men’s room, banging on the door, yankin it. They even came at me at church, the day after I
published 9-11 Probe A. This hit lady (outside with nobody around) walked at me, forcing me to sidestep out of her way,
she then turns and comes at me again, forcing me to back peddle then leave.
After I published on 4-15, they staged 10 hit attempts the next 5 days, and 11 hit attempts until the Unknowns had me
fired on 5-8 (another symbolic date), at 9:23 (a symbolic time). At the time I was into my 3rd week into 9-11 research.
Having me fired is typical punishment. They hire to fire. This job was 31 days, and I have 10 years experience doing TM
jobs. In my previous job at GUC, I was fired despite earning the company 100K, and I only cost 26K in salary, and I was
poised to earn the company hundreds of thousands more, even up to a million, and they still fired me. This was after
my JFK theory went out to Texas newspapers last November 2016, the week before the 53rd anniversary of that brutal
day. (Before I was fired they tried to empty my piggy bank using extortion tactics, to the tune of $1330, with trumped up
charges on the van. It was like “you ain leavin until you fix it!”. So these guys are getting blatantly bold. They keep me
poor so they know I can’t hire legal counsel).
They use MK Ultra (CIA mind control program) for anything now (they have my brain rigged, where they shut me off at
will), to complement their tactics, which is how they cripple me in broad daylight, like in the library, in my van, at work,
like my last job. Because of the crippling torture tactics, my 5 mile run has been out an entire year, and my other
exercise routines have been severely hampered, since publishing 9.11 theory a year ago. They crippled me worse in
2000 (stopping my reporting ventures), during the Bush primaries (9.11 hit the next year. Soon my website goes up
asserting a secret society did it, and 3 years later I’m homeless, I lose everything (90%), Mercedes, house, condo, new
SUV, and my tech career ends (they simply intercepted all communications).
I end up in the van I now have, where they obsessively limit my income, to Low pay TeleMarketing jobs (it’s mindless
work, like having Einstein peel potatoes all day, 40 hours a week, 180 hours a month). They also use TM jobs as a
platform to try out their secret warfare tactics. I typically only have enough to eat and pump gas, with no dental work in
a decade (one dentist told me there’s $3800 worth of business in my mouth). They wont let me treat the parasites
either, and deleted the report (I had to recover it) where I state one hospital turned me away 7 times. One doctor lied,
like ‘parasites cant live under the skin, they’d suffocate’. Here’s a list of shrinks.
If I accumulate too much dinero they simply take it away with van mechanical expenses (like just recently I shelled out
$2570 over the last 9 months (a fortune for a homeless guy), to coincide with the 13th century torture tactics, for
publishing 9-11 theory). Or they simply won’t pay my earned wages. For example in the previous job at GUC, the owner
literally stole $1000 in sales commissions, and the firing blocked $12,000 in future sales commissions. This is a fortune
for a homeless guy, whose savings was down to $164 last April.
They always hold the “I’ll fire you threat” over my head, that’s just what they did, while researching 9-11 probe A, and
after I published more theory, that Big Oil might have been involved. The Unknowns have had me fired 7 times in 4.5
years.
After I published 9-11 theory anyway on April 15th, I was gone in 3 weeks, but this time I was fired ambiguously on a
symbolic day and time (of the civil war and a 9-11 suspect). I didn’t know I was actually fired when no one called me
back, for 2 weeks. By week one of April 15th, workers were fighting with me, screwing up my work, making me look bad.
The boss held back my pay, forcing me to ration, with my savings account at $164, while the Unknowns are staging hit
attempts, trying to smash up my van (my home). Even the boss goes jekyl-hyde on me and starts fighting, as if trying to
get me to quit. By Friday (4-21 the queens birthday), the Unknowns stage an elaborate smash up the van attempt,
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congesting traffic, and controlling my timing with MK Ultra. They also concussioned me for the event, to cloud my
judgement.
By week two they staged some guy dressed like the Taliban, applauding me as I jogged by (later he’s staged shadow
boxing), then staged another mid eastern guy who acts like we’re close, asks me to take his picture, then staged another
guy with a similar look, who acts like we’re best friends, and gives me a fist bump.
The unknowns also attacked my job, to ease the firing. They screwed up my phone voice chemically with helium (you
sound like a 10 year old, “hello”), and at times did something to my vocal chords, so I sounded like gramps ‘hello wanna
buy somtin”. They also sometimes drugged me screwing up my personality. They also doped me up early on, whenever a
promotion possibility presented itself (So the boss would look at me, and quickly decide, like “don’t know what
happened to him, but I’m going with her”). They also put me under MK Ultra at my desk, and assaulted my leg, in front
of a coworker. They also had my TM system rigged (the connection was bad, customer contact was 80% less than at
other companies). They also intercepted calls on the land line, killing business, like 40K a pop. So it was easy to fire me.
The Unknowns are always obstructing my 9-11 efforts, with threats, intimidation, sabotage, and keeping me poor (with
attacks on my van (my home), and they control where I work, so I’m always trying to make ends meet). For 3.5 years
from 2012 to 2015, all website publications were banned. Publishing 9-11 thots is rare, due to the obstruction, threats,
and intimidation, and torture. A year ago, when I published 9.11 theory, they literally tortured me (yanked my legs
beyond their limits) the next 1.5 months, keeping me crippled for their hit attempts (the last time they crippled me like
that was during the Bush primaries in 2000. Back then I ended up crawling around for a month or two). In 2016, after I
was tortured, as if that wasn’t enough, they took my money (through sabo theft, where they force expenses by attacking
my van) , to the tune of $2430 (today its at $2570 over the last 9 months, and just recently I was rationing).
When I published recent 9-11 theory on my web site, just last April 1st 2017, they tried to kill me covertly, by shoving
something (apparently a plastic bag), up my anus, plugging up my system (see the supplemental information), on a
symbolic date 4.12 (civil war date, civil war symbolism is all over 9-11) (As if to show intent, I was barred entry to a super
market I frequent. I was told they had “drainage issues”, weeks before they plugged me up. They allowed others in, and the
store wasn’t evacuated, so people continued to shop, and the person who stopped me, was a newbie). After April 1st, they even resorted
to unprecedented tactics, like a couple hit attempts inside church, violent intent inside church. There were 5 hit
attempts, the day after I published 9-11 theory on 4-1-17. There were 13 hit attempts after that (hit attempts are where
they try to incite you first, like in that movie ‘Shane’).
After I messaged 4 US senators last March 21st, I noticed any email responses were being blocked by my carrier.
(At press time 3-11-2017 the Unknowns repeatedly beat up on my brain, trying to get me to forget, and routinely came at me with hit attempts,
especially with the latest revelations on 9-11 theory, that Big Oil might have been involved. After this recent revelation just yesterday, the
Unknowns waged war, with accident attempts, hostility, intimidation, and a very likely hit attempt to wrap up Friday 3-10-17. It’s also more
apparent that the Unknowns routinely use MK Ultra, to assault me (shut me off then attack). For more information read supplement S20170311,
later in this report.)
(After press time, I review 9-11 theory on 3-12, and the Unknowns shut me down with severe sleep deprivation (kept pumping me with NoDoze),
then attacked, trying to poison me, staged 2 hits in a brain dead state, then started marinating my brain as if to kill memory, then crippled me as if
to make the drugs stick).

A Little History
In the past, the Unknowns did things like a string of hit attempts after having me fired in 2016 on the 149th anniversary
of the Civil War. In other hit attempts they did things like call me “asshole”, gave me the finger, threw debris at me,
threatened to shove a pencil in my ear. In 2015 they tried to snuff me out before the new year, using unprecedented
tactics, poisoning me, hitting me with the Flu, attacked vital organs as if to kill me. They tried to put me on the streets,
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by trying to smash up my van (my home). They beat up the brain to force memory loss, hit me with concussions,
marinated my brain to the point of oblivion, then staged coherency checks. They would cripple me to make their drugs
stick, and tortured me for 9.11 theory, using 13th century tactics, the Strapeedo.
They have me enslaved in a virtual prison, enforced by quarantine, and a secret army, and keep me poor with little
mobility, to make the quarantine easier to enforce.
When it looks like I might report them, they routinely beat up my brain with concussions (you can’t think or write). They
drug me, gas me, you name it, use intimidation tactics, terrorize, try to fight with me, try to hit with a car, stage hit
attempts.
Last September 2016 they tried to put me on the streets, by trying to kill my engine, after I messaged US senators, with a
new report on the Shadow Government (see website). This was after they tried to smash up my van, while writing the
same report. Just last January 2017 they punished me with a parking citation, 2 hours after I message 6 US senators.
They’ve had me fired or released about 7 times, since 2012, for reporting them.
After sending out JFK theory last November 2016, they immediately started attacking my job, then started termination
proceedings on Pearl Harbor day (12-7, my last day was 1-27), then officially released me on MLK day (also civil rites
day). After I started the job, they tried to get me to handle live wire (another elimination attempt). They even shut me
down mentally on day one (with severe sleep deprivation and drugs), to give a bad first impression (like “ha ha he’s our
sales guy?”). The false impression fabricates the excuse for the Guillotine (a secret operation to drive targets nuts).
Just last January 2017 after I messaged 6 US senators, they had me cited with a parking ticket, poisoned me, staged 6 hit
attempts, and startled me out of sleep, in the dead of nite.
Right after the 2016 election, they tried to put me on the streets, by trying to wipe out my van with a metro bus. Then
they tried to hit me with a mack truck. 2016 turned out to be an unprecedented year. The Unknowns also tried to snuff
me out, right before 2016. When 2016 hit, they staged a sure hit in April of 2016, used 13th century torture tactics in
May and June, repeatedly tried to put me on the streets, drained my funds to the tune of $2430, wouldn’t let me earn
money beyond eating and pumping gas. Also last June 2016, they crippled me, sabotaged my van to prevent escape,
then staged a hit at the motel. A similar thing happened when Bush ran in 2000, they yanked both legs apart crippling
me the rest of the year. I was literally crawling around the first 2 months.
Hit attempts also involved people already in position, like the security guard, who insulted my van, right after the
Unknowns started termination proceedings for the GUC job. Then, a month later, the same guard tries to provoke me
again, the day after I’m officially released. The same day, the owner tries to provoke me, the day after he fires me, while
two new body guards waited in the wings. By then I suspected the GUC job was another setup, a company run by the
Unknowns.
A Little More History
They intercept letters, blocked a 2013 attempt to hand deliver a letter to the District Attorney, then most likely blocked
my 2016 attempt (It was this report, and nobody responded). They also blocked attempts to hand deliver letters to
police headquarters. I don’t even go to the FBI anymore, especially after they refused a letter at the window, and
refused me entry, on my last visit, telling me to mail it in (The investigator by phone told me to walk it in, then the guard
at the door told me to mail it in, then the investigator says walk it in, then the guard turns me away again). The US
attorney doesn’t accept letters in person, unless you know their names (like “give it to anybody” ‘no no it don’t wook
dat way, you need a name’). Other officials never respond, as if to say “why you contactin me?” I’m a politician”.
They do concussions while you sleep (they beat your brain up), to force memory loss. So they control where you sleep,
try to get you an isolated spot, with few witnesses, and seem to use emergency vehicles or the police, as cover. Two
loud alarm clocks, next to your head, will not wake you up. They have my brain rigged for MK Ultra (The CIA mind
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control project of the 50’s), and shut me off like a lite switch (like “ok he’s out! Get in there and cripple im, for the hit we
got planned in the men’s showers”). At my previous job at GUC, they routinely assaulted my leg at my desk (to keep me
part crippled), using MK Ultra to shut me off first. Just last September 2016 they used Mk Ultra for an accident attempt
that would’ve put me on the streets, while I was doing the Shadow Government report.
Concussion symptoms are waking up dazed, with ears ringing, like when somebody rings your bell at a football game.
There’s the brain contractions, reverberations thru the brain, like your brain had just been strapped in an electrocution
chair, which is probably electro shock therapy. There’s the tightness in the temples. And of course you start forgetting
things, you have memory problems, you lose some of your vocabulary, and your speech suffers. Sometimes there’s the
smell of burnt flesh in the nostrils. Sometimes you wake up like half your brain is gone, which is probably marinating my
brain with chemicals. They also cripple me to hamper my ability to exercise off their drugs.
The Unknowns infested me with man eating parasites years ago, most likely as an elimination attempt. That’s why
medical treatment is banned. Even dental work is banned. Any xrays will probably show something “dam! Look at that!
It’s like in one of those Sci Fi movies!”. That was the same year the Unknowns banned my website, through sabotage, for
3.5 years until 2015, after I published an account of the killer parasites.
By the holidays of 2015, they pulled out the big guns, the Guillotine (secret operation to drive a target nuts), and
swooshed at me 9 different times, into 2016. By January 2016, they swooshed at me with the Guillotine on Robert E.
Lee’s birthday, whose name is prominent in my 9-11 theories, and on KKK day 12.24.2015.They shut me down mentally
with severe sleep deprivation, crippled me to make the drugs stick, then deluged me with secret warfare (concussions,
marinating the brain, gassing, drugging, psy war) while I was at my worst. They tried to hit me with a car, about 5 times.
When that didn’t work, they targeted vital organs, trying to kill me, December 17th, 7 days before KKK day.
By May 2016 they resorted to torture, by yanking my leg beyond its limits, repeatedly, torturing and making me a cripple
for 45 days, for publishing 9-11 theory on my website. I was like “what country is this? These guys are like Hitler or
something”. They even staged hits, while I was crippled and hobbling, using unprecedented tactics, as if 2016 was
suppose to be it for me, even giving me the thumbs down, like Caeser at the Collaseum.
By August 2016 they stymied my website journalism big time, by plaguing me with car problems to the tune of $2430
(allot of money for a homeless guy who averages 11 per hour when he works) while threatening me with skid row. By
October I was back to doing the mindless jobs as a TM ‘telemarketer’ (“HI wanna buy somtin?” Click ) at 12K per year,
instead of HI tech at 120K. My service provider even started blocking voicemails, as if the Unknowns wanted to make
sure I don’t fly the coop with a HI tech job. Apparently being a slave and getting rich doing HI tech don’t mix.
By getting me fired on 1-27-17 (fire proceedings started on 12-7) they stopped $12,000 in commissions and hourly pay,
just to keep my funds low, in a beatup van. This was after the dentist hit me with a $3830 price tag, and I only average
11 per hour, and the Unknowns had just emptied my savings with car repairs, to the tune of $2430. I need the travel
money to look for HI tech jobs nationwide. This has been going on for 10 years “missed the train again, I gotta start
earning a retirement some how”. I was fired despite earning the company 100K, and I only cost 26K in salary, and I was
poised to earn the company hundreds of thousands more, even up to a million, and they still fired me (That has to be
evidence. “why you fire im? <Didn need im> “he made you 100k, was poised to make you a million, and he only costs
26K per year”). This was after my JFK theory went out to Texas newspapers, the week before the 53rd anniversary of that
brutal day.
Before I was fired they tried to empty my piggy bank using extortion tactics, to the tune of $1330, with trumped up
charges on the van. It was like “you ain leavin until you fix it!”.
Historically they would keep my funds low with car problems, but their attacks averaged about $700 per year, not even
close to the $2430 they hit me with in 2016. It was only after I accumed 3K in travel money in 2016, did the attacks
shoot up to $2430, to compensate.
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My journalism in 2016 also included my take on Trump, JFK theory, a 9-11 report, and The Shadow Government. They
did things like a power outage in the library to stop my messages to officials, and even staged hits in the library, while
I’m in the process of publishing. For details see the Chronology from 2015 to 2016, under Historical accounts.
So they have me enslaved in a virtual prison, enforced by quarantines and a secret army (like the gestapo in the 30’s).
They wont let me get medical treatment or my teeth fixed, even though I’m on MediCal for poor people. They won’t let
me earn a retirement, with my tech skills, instead they have me wasting away doing mindless TM work the last 10 years
(“HI wanna buy something?” CLICK). That’s like having Einstein peel potatoes all day. So its work till you drop, or the
parasites eat you up, whichever comes first.
So they beat up on me with secret warfare, at my expense (loss of liberty, loss of pursuit of happiness, and tremendous
pain and suffering), comparable to the march on Bataan, 3 years in Auschwitz, or living on the moon for decades, and
won’t let me report it, let alone levy charges (For more information on their secret warfare, please read The Shadow
Government, or Is The CIA Out of Control, on my website).
It turned out the Unknowns got me my last job with a Muslim construction company, which is like a continuous Mideast
fabrication, which the Unknowns seem to use as the excuse to attack. It also suggests a setup. To coincide I was in room
1275, and my last day was 1-27 (and on 12-7 proceedings to fire started), and was notified on MLK day.
9-11 and Coincidental History
The theory is the perpetrators might have left their calling card, symbolically, and this symbolism is scattered through
history, especially 9-11, and that this trail of symbolic evidence, seems to lead us far back into history. Interpretation of
these historical fossils suggests 9-11 was retaliation for something big, maybe the Civil War, or maybe Big OIL, or maybe
somtin else. Theory suggests that 9-11 was an inside job, plotted decades ago, before the World Trade Center was
conceived in 1955.












9-11 occurred 46 years after the World Trade Center was conceived in 1955, and a Big OIL Trust was busted up in
1911, 46 years after the civil war. The Trust was busted up by the 1890 SAA act, and 9-11 was 90 years after 1911.
AA11 hit the north tower at 846, after a 46 minute flight, and the 9-11 president was born in 1946, and did own an
OIL company.
Also JFK was 46 when he was hit. JFK was threatened on the 34th anniversary of the 1929 Stock crash, and in 1911
Big OIL was busted into 34 pieces, and JFK was shot on his 34th month as prez, and his wife was 34 years old. The
9.11 prez 43 is the reverse of 34. There was a 34 hour volley over Fort Sumter, which opened the Civil war, and
Lincoln was inaugurated on 3-4.
AA77 hit the pentagon 34 minutes after the south tower was hit at 903 am. AA77 hit at 937 and the Big Oil founder
died in 1937, and in 1911 he was worth 900M and the twin towers cost 900M.
The 1929 Stock crash was 64 years after the Civil War, Lee’s estate was turned into a cemetary in 1864, and the next
presidents initials in 1933 was the 6th , 4th , and 18th letter. His inauguration speech had 1929 words. 1929 is 18 years
after 1911. 64 is the reversal of 46. The 9-11 president wore fireman hat #164. In 1964 Jack Ruby (born 1911) said
from his cell, “A whole new form of government is going to take over the country”. AA77 had 64 passengers when it
hit the pentagon.
10-29-1929 was 12 days and 12 years after the Bolsheviks 10-17-1917. The 12th letter is L, and that translates to 90.
Robert E Lee’s first campaign was on Cheat Hill on 9-11-1861, 80 years later the pentagon begins on 9-11-1941, and
140 years later its 9-11-2001.
In 1864 Lee’s estate was turned into a cemetery, and graves lined the perimeter of the rose garden in Arlington to
prevent Lee’s return. Robert E lee’s name is reversed in the name of WTC engineer. All 4 flights reversed course.
Robert E Lee became fatally ill on the 9th month for 14 days, and first WTC hit was 14 till 9.
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AA77 hit the pentagon on 9-11, on a newly constructed façade. The KKK was founded to ‘to avenge the Yankee
government of reconstruction’. Smiling Jimmy, the founder of a construction company, came into power in 1977,
the 100th anniversary of Reconstruction 1877. The WTC construction supervisor was on floor 77. Also Robert E Lee
was born on 1807, and died 1870, and Reconstruction ended 1877.
9-11 was 33 years after construction began on WTC. There were 233 passengers and 33 crew members, on the 9-11
flights. 11+11+11 = 33.
Robert E. Lee, became fatally ill 5 years and 5 months, after surrendering at Appomattox.
The president during 9-11 was 55 years old, and was elected 55 years after world war II.
According to news accounts during 9-11, the president was notified twice, 5 till, and 5 after 9am, so that’s 5 5 again.
This means 855 was the first notice, and the president left Sarasota 55 min after the 2nd notice.
5 till & 5 after 9, is also the 11th sign and the 9th sign of the zodiac, a symbolic reversal of 9.11?
Also the 34th president initials IKE seem to translate to 9-11-5.
Also 9-11 was 90 years after 1911, and the 2nd hit on 9-11 was at 903 am. Then there was the UA93 crash, and 1993
was the year the WTC was bombed. Also 90 degrees forms the letter L, which seems to mean AL for Abraham
Lincoln. JFK was shot on Elm street. The letter L is also 12.
1929 stock crash was under the 31st president, and 9-11 was 131 years after Robert E lee’s death. 31 is the reverse
of 13 (the 13th amendment abolished slavery). The 9-11 president returned to DC on 8-31, 11 days before 9-11.
In 1863, the slaves were 3/5 citizen, and the 35th president was shot in 1963. Lee was 63 when he died. 3/5 is also
60%, and 9-11 was the 60th anniversary of the pentagons construction. JFK was elected in 1960, and the UKA formed
in 1960 for 35 years.
What’s wrong with this pic?

















Punishing me for 9-11 theory? Retaliating for trying to contact US officials? For handing out Diary reports to the
L.A. City council? Keeping me grounded in a virtual prison, so they could beat up on me with secret warfare?
Retaliating for 9-11 theory with excruciating torture? Then taking my tech travel money? Just to keep me
enslaved? “whack! Whack! Bzzzzzt bzzzzzzt, slam!, Stopping $12,000 in income, just to limit my funds? Keeping
me homeless in a beat up van. Having me waste away doing mindless work as a TM “wanna buy somtin?”, for 10
years? (I’m a tech expert and have a degree). Like having Einstein peel potatoes all day.
Using the TM jobs as a platform for the Guillotine? Swoosh! Swoosh! Ouuuuuu!, or to stage their hit attempts?
Trying to put me on the streets (tried to kill my engine), for reporting them?
Having a cop cite me, 2 hours after I message 6 US senators? Trying to shut me up with incapacitation, using MK
Ultra? The CIA mind control project of the 60’s? Trying to poison me in early August 2015, before they wheel
out the big artillery? Trying to kill me by attacking vital organs, with Lasers? Direct injection? Poison?
Trying to kill me, with Bio warfare, contaminating my food, drink, or air with the Flu virus?
Resortng to crazy gas, banned by the Geneva conventn? Riggin my brain ? like an experimentl chimp ‘ou ou ou””
Drive me to a nearby facility (while I sleep)?, to work my brain over?. Make people retarded? simply by killing
parts of the brain, via chemical injection. Drug drivers gasseously? then stage the police, or try for an accident
Attack political opponents? using secret warfare? which includes the Guilotine, like in the election of 2016
Incapacitate targets, then incarcerates them? using relative lookalikes?.
Ban medical treatment as a form of elimination? Parasites as an elimination tactic? BIO warfare?
Make targets homeless, to limit the virtual prison perimeter? Head bashing also affects my tech skills.
Use your homelessness against you, to wage psy war? Harass, provoke, terrorize, scare
Take me to a nearby facility (as I sleep), for routine concussions, electroshocks, pumpin in chems
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Who Are They?
(Please read report A ‘The Shadow Government’ on my website).
They had me cited on KKK day in 2011, they tried to guillotine me (drive me nuts) on KKK day in 2015, they tried to
guillotine me again, on Robert E. Lee’s birthday in 2016, and my 9-11 theories reference the KKK and Robert E. lee
repeatedly. They seem to have come out of the woodwork with the last election, with Trump exclaiming “Big OIL is
back!”. His rhetoric suggests a Fascist inclination. Also the number 45 is symbolic for the zodiac calendar, which the
Unknowns use symbolically as their calling card, and their symbolism is everywhere in the details of 9-11.
They seem to be perfecting an illegal operation (driving targets nuts), and they need human subjects to beat up on, and
they’ll stop at nothing, to continue the operation, which includes maintaining secrecy at all costs (I write this amidst
concussions and marinating my brain to force memory loss). Sounds like Hitler all over again, experimenting on people.
Of course the 9-11 tragedy overshadows my situation, but to add perspective, they have me in a virtual prison, to
maintain secrecy. They employ a secret army and quarantines to maintain the virtual prison. Their targets live in these
virtual quarantines (filtering all communications and contacts), so the Unknowns can safely try out their secret warfare,
without fear of exposure. Sounds like the Gestapo all over again.
They decide which emails go out, which come in, they decide which voice mails come in (just last November my service
provider, started blocking all voice mails). They routinely intercept my phone calls, that’s how they got me fired 3 times
in 13 months, 7 times in 4.5 years. That’s how they made me homeless in 2005, and that’s how they screwed up my TM
jobs. They control where I work, so I’m usually working for them, and the jobsite is typically used as a platform to attack,
like with the Guillotine (a secret operation to drive targets nuts), employing tactics they perfected in the past, so I’m like
a guinea pig (‘okaaaay letz trrrry dees againe, see wha appen dees time’).
They also have me infested with parasites, likely an elimination tactic. They’ve blocked all medical treatment, since 2011
when I visited hospitals 11 times. Now I’m on MediCal and still haven’t been treated.
So I’m like a pre Civil War slave, with the virtual prison taking away my Liberty and Pursuit of Happiness. With my skills,
education and experience, I should be a millionare, instead they have me homeless living in a beatup van (essentially
helpless money wise, which makes the quarantines easier).
After I jumped on the 9-11 story and put up the website (its like a pre Civil War slave mocking his master, “you gettin it
now”), I lost my house, my condo, my mercedez, my new SUV, I lost half my possessions, and they swooshed at me with
the Guillotine, during the 9-11 hearings (where they all pointed to the Wall). My former tenant even ran up a $40,000
tab, and didn’t pay up. So it was like during the Roman times, I was destroyed financially for my defiance, “This is
America, the land of the free, you can’t treat me like that” “I’m gonna turn you guyz in” I know you did 9-11”.
Extreme Tactics to keep me poor
(At press time 6-8-17, the Unknowns were blatantly blocking attempts at a tech job, even rigging notable job sites, to give me fake
job screens, and fake job lists, just to keep me poor. Who has this kind of authority?).

Before the poverty, I was the best, I had a degree in Computer Science, I had an excellent track record as a proven
professional, in a computer field where jobs still go begging, for skills that I’m an expert in, yet this suddenly wasn’t
enough, after I focused on 9-11 and who really did it. So now I’m a TM ‘telemarketer’ making $11 per hour, where
getting fired is routine, for doing 9-11 research.
For the TM jobs, they typically rig the line, intercept my calls, my productivity drops to zero, and I get fired. So now all I
get is the low pay con jobs, instead of the high paying tech computer jobs. As a TM, I barely earn enough to eat and
pump gas, and it’s a mindless job, like having Einstein peel potatoes all day, 5 days a week (“HI wanna buy somtin? HI
wanna buy somtin?...........”).
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In today’s computer job market, my skills and experience and training, bring in 100K to 200K, yet I’m here doing
mindless work at 12K per year, like a San Quentin job. I’m typically scraping the money barrel for loose change, instead
of accumulating a nest egg. It’s been like this for over a decade. They won’t let me use my skills, experience, and
expertise to earn a retirement, to keep me a poor man, like in the 1930’s, after somebody crashed the market.
There’s literally hundreds of jobs nationwide, begging for my skills right now, with few workers to fill the roles. Even big
companies I’ve worked for before, as the expert, won’t hire me, and they urgently need people with my skills. One
company kept putting out ads for my skills, but I never get a response. I even called one company, and it was like ‘sure
you got it’, then something strange happens, and I don’t get the job. Other companies abruptly stop communications for
no reason. If I’m blacklisted you can probably guess why.
The Unknowns are simply keeping me poor, to lessen my mobility, and lessen my ability to wage journalism. It’s been
like that for 10 years. It’s part of the quarantine, going to extremes to maintain secrecy. So they rig job sites, rig US
Senate sites, alter FBI websites, you name it, their obstruction has no limits. They rig job sites to ignore search criteria,
they use hardcoded filters, they falsify my qualifications, stop me from creating accounts, stop me from submitting
updated resume’s, and just this week I noticed they were giving me fake job screens, and fake job lists. If the gestapo is
back, then who’s taking the place of Hitler?
They drain my funds, by attacking my van, to the tune of $2570 the last 9 months, and I only average 11 per hour, and
I’m always getting fired, so you can imagine how long it takes to save up $2570, especially a homeless guy. They also
limit my income, even after I get a Lo pay TM job. For example, at a recent job at GUC, they stole $1000 in commissions,
and stopped $12,000 in commissions, by firing me.
They also drain my funds with traffic citations. For example I was cited on KKK day (cost was about $700), and just
recently they had a cop stalk me, and cite me, while I was in the store for 10 minutes, back in January, for messaging 6
US senators on 1-31-2017. The next week they struck with BIO warfare, getting me sick 3 times in one week.
In one case years ago, they caused $1000 in damage, by smashing my door in. In another case they screwed up my
transmission to the tune of $900. It took 6 months to save up, and the van was unusable, so it cost another $800 in car
rentals. This is allot of money for a homeless guy, who makes 11 per hour. In another case they screwed up my smog
device, and charged me $700 to fix it. Over the years their attacks, must have cost $10,000 and I only paid $3300 for the
van.
For nationwide tech jobs, I have to save up to 2K for travel, and they’re always taking my money away, and won’t let me
save. Since 2014, they’ve attacked my van at least 50 times, like it’s a punching bag “dude’s accumulated over 1K, screw
up the van!”.
Being in this virtual prison, with the Unknowns intercepting calls, blocking emails, blocking voicemails, it’s easy to see,
how they can make anybody homeless, even a computer software expert, with a Computer Science degree, and a
proven track record, in a field where jobs go begging. It’s scary because this is Fascism, and these guys look like the
government.
The Unknowns are so arrogant about their tactics, they routinely tell you (symbolically) what they intend to do, like
“we’s a we’s a ain ggggggggonna let jou geet tech yob”, and the threat is always carried out.
I’m poor so I need the library to hop on the net. So all they have to do is rig the server to go into slomo. They do that
allot, when I try to message newspapers.
A few TM jobs were Guillotine setups, like DR Mengelen wanted to perfect his craft, “okaaaay frrrrom the top!”. At my
job with BAH, my cubicle was rigged for chemical warfare (nerve gas, crazy gas, the shakes gas, sleeping gas, plus they
used MK Ultra (CIA mind control program) to shut me off, so they could get in and drug me (“ Okaaaay everybody to jor
seets, now!”). They had my phone rigged so they intercepted my calls for verbal psychological warfare, and the workers
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were participants too. I was hit with pressure cookers, harassment, FIRE you threats, they’d dope me up, then mess with
me. They swooshed at me with the Guillotine, about 9 times in 5 months (a new record), then forced me to quit, as if to
cover it up, probably to expire work visa’s, and send the witnesses home. The job was simply a platform to try out their
secret warfare “swoosh, swoosh! Ouuuuuuu, got im!”.
The Unknowns also have other tactics, to screw up a job, like drugging you, pumpin you with alcohol, putting your
mental abilities to sleep, giving you concussions so you can’t think, ‘huh huh what, say that again’. Last May 2016 was
my big chance to go tech, since I had $3,000 in travel money, and they go and cripple me and torture me. Then by
August I watched them gradually deplete my funds by $2570 with car problems, an unprecedented amount on the
richtor scale.
Any Medical treatment is banned
Back in 2011 they infested me with parasites (they eat up your insides like agent Orange), then had the cahones to block
any medical treatment, stopping treatment during 11 hospital visits in 2011. Even on MediCal they still won’t treat me.
My last doctor was a quack, trying to milk the poverty program funds, at the States expense. The other doctor kept
losing treatment authorizations in the mail, for 2 months. He didn’t even bother with an Xray. Neither did the quack.
The Unknowns impersonate Medical personnel, which explains everything. It’s easier for an impersonator to refuse
medical treatment, thru false diagnosis, than it would be for an authorized doctor you select out of a MediCAL directory.
Which explains how 3 hospitals (11 visits) refused to treat me for parasites, back in 2011.
By 2015 I was so poor I qualified for MediCal, and doctor 1 promptly delayed any examination for months (June 8 2015
thru July 31st), by losing the authorization letters in the mail, not once, but twice. The doctor didn’t even acknowledge
my claim (parasite in throat), and sent the request letters as “sore throat”.
Then finally the throat doctor, wouldn’t acknowledge my claim either (parasite in throat), and sent request letters as
“pain in throat”. The request was to shove a camera down my throat, like the parasite was gonna sit there for the photo
op. The Unknowns always shoot for a false diagnosis as the excuse to do bad things.
Neither doctor took preliminary x rays, which makes things simple “oh there he is, look”.
On the dental side, the dentist wouldn’t do anything until I coughed up $400. My savings was about $300. I was on
MediCal, and had thought all procedures were free, including cleaning the teeth.
On the dental side, the dentists wouldn’t do anything either, even after one dentist said that I have $3800 worth of
dental work in my mouth, like he didn’t want state funds. Instead I had to pay money the Unknowns knew I didn’t have,
like $400 for a teeth cleaning. I definitely couldn’t pay $3800 to dentist # 2. I thought MediCal paid everything. I guess I
was wrong.
The only explanation for this behavior is Unknown impersonators, leaving me with cracked teeth, missing fillings,
missing crowns, chipped teeth, an accumulation over a decade.
Consequently I’m stuck with parasites chomping away daily, and necessary dental work. Surprisingly the 2nd dentist took
no Xrays, and simply looked in my mouth, gave me an impossible price (the Unknowns had already drained my
accounts), as if showing me the exit, “good bye slave man”, I only take rich people.
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Secret Warfare
Secret Warfare or SW is psychological warfare, chemical warfare, biological warfare, administered so there’s little or no
trail of evidence. Guinea pigs are used to perfect their tactics, train new recruits, and to keep their people busy.
They beat up the brain at nite, with concussions, electroshocks, marinate the brain chemically, keep the target drugged,
so your brain is like hamburger meat when they work you over with psychological warfare. They gas you with nerve gas,
crazy gas, they use a chemical that gives you the jitters, makes you jumpy, makes you paranoid. So psychological warfare
is administered against a tremendously weakened brain. They marinate the brain so you’re half there, and operating on
a few cylinders. They’ll hit your brain with lasers, so you don’t know what’s what, then harass you or stage a hit attempt.
Psychological warfare involves terrorism, scare tactics, intimidation, provocations, incitement, pressure cookers, mental
endurance tests. Psychological warfare involves classical conditioning to establish a secret dialogue, so they could
secretly communicate bad things to the target “I’m gonna make you homeless! I’m gonna wipe out your van! I’m gonna
get you fired!”, without actually saying so.
They use MK Ultra for mind control, hypnotism, you name it, they do it all. They could shut you off like a lite switch, so
their crew could get in and work on you, like in National Geographic “okay, we got im pumped up” “okay we yanked his
leg out of the socket”. They shut your brain down with severe sleep deprivation (use MK Ultra to keep you pumped with
Nodoze), use HI energy lasers to affect mental functions.
Consequently they’ve developed a top secret operation The Guillotine, which they use to drive targets nuts, or induce
mental retardation, mental problems, turn you into a special needs student. They eliminate targets this way, have them
incarcerated, or stage hit attempts once they induce this state of mind. They also torture targets to terrorize and punish
their behavior, for example the Strapeedo, a 13th century Inquisition torture tactic, to extract information “okay okay! I’ll
talk”.
Targets are few and far between, because of the legal ramifications, so a quarantine is required to enslave the target in a
virtual prison, and is enforced by a secret army. The secret army employs government resources as USPs and RTMs, etc
(please read The Shadow Government for definitions on USP usual suspects, RTM road trouble makers FTM foot trouble
makers). Since the target is enslaved, he has no rights, so the Secret Warfare is at his expense, a loss of Liberty, loss of
Pursuit of Happiness. Its like genocide “now listen boyz maybe we could work somtin out”, or 3 years in Auschwitz, or in
the march on Bataan. With the quarantine, its like living on the moon, in a hologram.
Supplement S20170311
Since wrapping up this latest report, 3 weeks ago, the Unknowns have routinely beat up on my brain with concussions,
and electroshocks. I soon started forgetting things, experiencing lack of focus, and losing familiarity with areas I
frequent. When I pulled out this report in mid February, they immediately stage 3 hit attempts (activity suggesting
intent to harm). Over a 3 week period, since finishing this report, they staged 12 hits, especially after the latest
revelations, that big Oil seemed to be one reason for 9-11, based on a symbolic trail of evidence. The Unknowns started
getting creative with the Hits, attacking me just today, with a killer bee swarm, and yesterday, a definite hit attempt,
after the Unknowns started waging war, after the latest 9-11 theory. In one case, the Unknowns started staging a fully
clothed new guy in the men’s showers, getting up close while I was showering with nobody around, especially after I
pulled out 9-11 theory a week ago.
It turns out that the Unknowns use MK Ultra quite frequently (a CIA mind control experiment of the 60’s). Now the
Unknowns rig the brain. They routinely shut me off, then assault me, which became obvious in May of 2016 when the
Unknowns literally tortured me for publishing 9-11 theory on my website. Coincidently, the leg assaults have taken out
my running game the last 10 months, and my speed has been cut by 40%. The Unknowns also cripple me for Hits, which
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is what happened yesterday, They assaulted my leg before the hit. They also cripple me (lowers my exercise regiment),
to make the drugs stick.
The Unknowns have also forced me back to TM jobs, with another cash crunch, after a blatant job theft of $1000 in
commissions, and $2430 in sabo theft (with the unknowns attacking my van, to drain my funds). The Unknowns have
cost my van $2430 since last August. I need all that cash to look for a Hi pay tech jobs (so I missed the train again). To
coincide the Unknowns blatantly shut down 2 job screens at the public library, while trying to apply to two reverse slam
dunk jobs (the HI pay tech, one job was down the street).
Supplement S20170315
Pointing the finger at Big Oil, seems to have hit a nerve, using insane tactics. After reviewing 9-11 theory, they shut my
brain down with severe sleep deprivation (kept pumping me with NoDoze using MK Ultra), then boasted with a victory
sign. They hit me with a chemical deluge reminiscent of their genocide tactics, tried to poison me, and staged 2 hits
while I was in a brain dead state. They then marinated my brain, as if to kill brain cells, then they crippled me again by
yanking my leg (reminiscent of their torture 10 months ago) as if to make the drugs stick, reminding me I’m in a POW
camp. They also do this before the hit attempts.
The Unknowns also obstruct my attempts at contacting US senators, stopping messages to unauthorized senators, and
block any report that details my 9-11 theory, at the public library, and the copy place.
Supplement S20170415
By April 12th, I was constipated for a number of days, then when I took a laxative that induces powerful farts, an object
popped out of my anus, which seemed to unfold into a squarish shiny brown object, unlike the one that followed, which
looked like normal stool. So it had to be like a plastic glad bag.
A few days earlier I woke up like the Unknowns had performed a med procedure on my side, during the 8 hours of night
entries. They also loaded my weight up that day, and it affected my run (Historically, in the past, years ago, the
Unknowns would routinely shove food down my throat).
After I published my latest 9-11 theory, that Big Oil might have did it, the Unknowns resorted to unprecedented tactics,
taking their violent intent inside a church. After messaging 4 US senators on 3-21-17, the Unknowns came at me with 21
hit attempts in 21 days. Five hit attempts came the day after I published 9-11 theory.
Shortly before civil war day, 4-12-17, they staged 8 accident attempts in 5 days, and I had virtually no money. They were
also wiping my memory. They staged 13 hits in 11 days.
A week before 4-12, my new boss took unprecedented action, for TM work, gets info like in an FBI background check,
and took a passport like photo, so something was definitely up, for such a low pay job.
Of course plugging me up on civil war day, is a definite giveaway, that the Unknowns were retaliating for 9-11 thoery.
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